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SUMMARY -

The purpose of this paper 1s to present new experimental data on vortex-
shedding induced vibration on helical springs subjected to cross-flows. Intense 
locked-in vibration were observed on the natural modes of axial, displacement. 
A simplified model is tentatively proposed to interpret the experimental data which 
is based on an analogy with vortex-shedding as observed on straight tube rows. 
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1 IITRODUCTIOÏ 

In some P.w.R, designs, fuel assemblies are held at their upper part by helical 

springs which are compressed between the upper core plate and the head of the fuel 

assembly. In the reactor environment such springs are subjected to a permanent flow of the 

primary water. 

As a consequence, excessive vibration can be feared which could result in spring failure 

due to fatigue. In a reactor, springs are excited by flows having components both in the 

normal and in the parallel direction to the spring axis . 

Recently stokes et al (1) reported experimental evidence of strong vortex-shedding 

induced vibration on helical springs, when subjected to a purely axial flow. The 

corresponding Strouhal number was about 0.2, for Reynolds numbers ranging from 11000 to 

90000. This is essentially the same value as that which is classically observed in the case 

of a single straight tube in cross flow. Strong lock-in was observed on the first lateral 

mode of vibration of the springs. 

The purpose of this paper is to present new experimental data on vortex-shedding induced 

vibration, as obtained on five helical springs subjected to uniform flows perpendicular 

to the spring axis ( i.e. cross-flow configuration). Intense locked-in vibration were 

also observed . This time, they occured at the natural modes of axial displacement of the 

springs and not at the lateral (i.e. serpentine) modes as reported in (1). The Strouhal 

number in cross-flow is about 0.15 i ' 
« 

2 TEST COIDITIOMS 

2.1 Spring» 

The helical springs are made of Inconel 800, the wire forming the spring has a circular 

cross-section. Table 1 lists the mechanical characteristics of the five springs, which 

were tested at three distinct static preloads .Corresponding geometry of springs is listed 

in Table 2 . 

2.2 Test apparatus. 

A schematic view of the test rig is snown in Figure l . The springs are mounted in a 

test section provided with transparent walls. The springs are set up horizontally between 

two stiff supports.One of them is fixed,position of the other can be continuously 

modified in order to adjust the static compression of the springs to any desired value. 

The test section is inserted vertically in a cold water loop, having flow capabilities of 

250 1/s.Flow velocities varied from about 0.5 up to 10 m/s. Vibration measurements were 

performed using optical sensors,namely a DISA laser vibrometer and a 2IMMER camera. 
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Visualisation of the spring vibration was also possible, using a stroboscope and a high -
speed camera producing 1000 frames per second. The latter devices were used for qualita
tive information only. 

2.3 Data acqisition and data processing 
Because of difficulties in focusing properly the laser beam for vibration amplitudes 

higher than about IOC pm, the ZIMMER camera was found to be more convenient than the laser 
vibrometer for measuring large vibration. Signals issued from these sensors (velocity and 
displacement, respectively) were processed trough an Hewlet Packard spectral analyser 
HP3582, connected to a HP9816 computer.The computer was used for performing automatically 
the analysis of the resonance peaks, producing namely the resonance frequency f , the 
modal reduced damping { , and the rms value o of displacement at the resonance . 
This data processing involves a few specific subroutines performing a least-squares 
estimate, which best models the experimental frequency response curve (see Figure 2 ) . 
The technique was proposed by Marquardt ( 2 ) and developed by Mastorakos ( 3 ), for 
performing resonance peak analyses. Use of the ZOOM function of the HP 3582 was necessary 
for analysing the very sharp peaks produced by locked-in vibration . 
Strobe light and high speed camera were very convenient for assessing the flow excited 
modal shapes of the springs, provided vibration was sufficiently large, typically higher 
than 100 pm . 

3 NODES OF VIBRATION OF THE SPRINGS» 

3.1 General features of the modes 
For sake of clarity, it is usefull recalling that natural modes of vibration of 

helical springs car. be classified according to the three following categories, 
the axial displacement modes correspond to a motion of the coils which is essentially 
parallel to the axis of the spring, 
the axial rotation modes correspond essentially to a twisting motion of the coils about 
the axis of the spring, 
the serpentine modes correspond to coupled flexural and shearing motions of the coils, 
resulting in a bending of the spring axis, associated with a rocking motion of the coils 
about a diameter.This kind of modal shapes displays a predominant lateral motion. 
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3.2 Nodal analysis of the tastad springs 
Simplified analytical models, based on equivalent straight beams are available to 

perform approximative calculation of such modes (e.g. see 4,5,6). More accurate results 
can be obtained,using a finite element computer program . This allows in particular, for 
tacking into account more properly the coupling between the basic motions described just 
above. Figure 3 shows typical modal shapes obtained for the spring No 3,using the CASTEM 
progam (7) . On this figure the modal masses, normalized to a unitary displacement in the 
axial direction, and the ratios R/Z between the maximum lateral and axial displacement are 
specified . 
The axial displacement modes are of special interest for the present study, as they were 
found to be the only ones experiencing strong vibration in cross-flow. 
Table 3 lists the natural frequencies of the axial displacement modes for all the spring 
configurations which where studied, based on the experimental values, as obtained from the 
flow tests. Analytical frequency is given by the classical formula, 

( 1 ) f n = (nd/4N*D) / E/pU+i») , 

wnere, 
d is the spring wire diameter and D the coil diameter, 
N the number of active coils, 
E the elasticity -constant, p the specific mass and v 

the Poisson coefficient of the spring material . 

It was verified that eq.(l) provides val'.-:s in close agreement with the numerical results 
. On the other hand, good agreement with experimental data is also obtained, provided that 
one takes into account the progressive reduction of the effective length of the spring, 
when compression is increased.As expected, a linear increase in the frequencies was 
observed when the spring height was decreased . For the other categories of modes compu
tations were also found to be in general satisfactory agreement with experiments performed 
in air, using a shaker and a transfer function measuring device . Air tests produced also 
reduced damping of a few 10 , at any mode analysed . 

4 C80SS.FLOW INDUCED VIBRATIOI 

4.1 Paaks cf rasonanoa 
The analysis is restricted here to the axial displacement modes. Figure 4 shows a typical 
sample of the response spectra at flow velocities -progressively increasing. This sample 
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refers to the spring No 3 ; it represents the response of the ZIMMER camera, measuring the -
axial displacsment of the third ceil-

4.2 Cantral frequency of tbe paaks 
Small but clearly identified changes in the resonance frequencies with the flow 

velocity were observed tor every spring configuration . As a general trend, when flow 
velocity was increased frequency increased by a few percents, up to a maximum value,then 
it decreased again. This is interpreted as a first clue for the presence of fluidelastic 
forces . 

4.3 Amplitude of spring rasponM 
RMS values of spring displacement are strongly flow velocity dependent, reaching a plateau 
value of a few millimeters in a finite velocity range, which depends on the mode and on the 
spring configuration which are considered.Figure 5 illustrates such a behaviour for the 
spring No 3, evidencing in particular the existence of several distinct response peaks, 
refering to the rms axial displacement at antinode, which correspond to successively 
preferentially excited higher axial modes, when flow velocity is increased . 
As already emphasized in (1) such a response signature is typical of a lock-in mechanism, 
phenomenon which is classically observed on straight tubes excited by a cross-flow. 

4.4 Apparent duping 
The width of the peaks characterizes the apparent damping of the resonances . This 

parameter also is markedly flow velocity dependent (see Figure 6).It is noted in 
particular that the recorded width merely reflects the frequency resolution of the analy
ser, at maximum ZOOM capability (0-04 Hz), in the flow velocity range which corresponds to 
the plateau of the rms displacement . In that domain apparent damping is less by about one 
decade than the expected value for the actual damping of the mode . This also is a clear 
indication that the flow induced vibration mechanism is related to fluidelastic forces. 

5 LOCK XM HBCHAMISM 

5.1 Vortax-ahaddlng In straight tub* arrays 
Straight tube response to vortex-shedding and related lock-in phenomenon are studied 

since a long time by many authors, and several review papers were recently published on the 
subject (e.g. see 8,9).Several important aspects of this mechanism are cf special interest 
for the present study . vortex-shedding periodicity is conveniently characterized by the 
Strouhal number, 
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( 2 ) S = f v gD/V, 
where f is the vortex shedding frequency, D the tube diameter .and V the cross flow 
velocity. 

3 5 
In the case of single tubes and for Reynolds number between a few 10 to about 10 , S =0.2 
can be taken as a typical value.The relevant Reynolds number is, 

( 3 ) Re = VD/f, 
where v is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. 
In the case of tube rows S depends on the reduced pitch, 

( 4 ) p = P/D , 
where P is the distance between the axes of adjacent tubes. At reduced pitches higher than 
1.5, S values from 0.16 to 0.2 can be reasonably assumed (10). 

Vortex-shedding induces fluctuating forces, exciting the tubes mainly in a direction 
which is normal both to the flow and to the tube axis, i.e. the lift direction.Such forces 
are random in nature . Their power spectral density is typically peaked at f . 
Tube response to such an excitation is usually limited to a few percent of D, or even less. 
However vibration of the order of D can also be observed in the lift direction . They occur 
in a limited flow velocity range, in which the reduced frequency of the tube given by, 

( 5 ) f n D/V , 
is sufficiently close to the Strouhal number. This phenomenon is initiated by a 
fluidelastic coupling between the vortex-shedding and the tube vibration . This 
mechanism is called lock-in effect, as in the locked regime vortices are shed at the tube 
natural frequency and no more at f . 
The important dimensionless quantities for controlling the lock-in mechanism are, 
the reduced mass-damping parameter, 

( 6 ) A R = 2«mÇ/pD2 , 
where m is the mass per unit length of the vibrating structure, 
and the reduced flow velocity, 

( 7 ) V R = V/( f RD ) 

The range of v in which locked-in vibration occurs is centered at the 1/5 value . Its 
extent is a decreasing function of A_ . Above a certain critical value of A_ lock-in cannot 

K R 
occur and vortex-shedding induced vibration remain random in nature . 
According to studies performed by Gibert et al (11,12) a critical reduced mass-damping of 
the order of 3 can be assumed in straight tube rows with p>l.3 . 
The same authors performed direct measurements of the fluidelastic forces acting on the 
tubes, versus the reduced flow velocity . This work evidenced the presence of a 
fluidelastic force having one component in phase with the tube displacement and another 
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one in phase with the tube velocity.The first component leads to small flow induced 
stiffness effects, responsible for relatively negligible changes in the tube natural 
frequency, when the flow velocity is varied . The second component which is peaked at the 
Strouhal number, is of major importance as it can produce a flow-induced negative damping, 
able to destabilize the tube. Then, non linear effects which are still poorly understood, 
are leading to a self-limitation of the vibration amplitude, at values of the order of D 
or somewhat less. 
According to such observations lock-in would start as a linear fluidelastic instability, 
controlled by the same dimensioniess parameters as those controlling the linear 
fluidelastic instability uncovered first by Roberts (13) and Connors (14) in tube arrays . 
However, in lock-in mechanism non linear limitative effects are becoming important as soon 
as the vibration amplitude is not negligibly small, i.e. greater than a few percent of the 
tube diameter. 

Finally it is worth recalling that vibration related to the Vortex-shedding phenomenon can 
be observed in a large variety of bluff bodies, including tube arrays . In the latter case 
cross-flow velocity is usually refered to the gap velocity, 

( 8 ) V = v P/(P-D) 
Obviously in closely packed tube arrays flow structure is very complex.As a consequence 
several "shedding" frequencies can be eventually observed.Furthermore lock-in is much 
more difficult to identify than in the case of solitary bodies, because of the presence of 
the linear fluidelastic instability wnich occur essentially in the same velocity range. 

An helical spring appears as an intermediate case,at least when adjacent coils are not in 
contact, indeed this structure is a solitary bluff body trough which flow and related 
fluidelastic forces are significantly influenced by the regular pattern defined by the 
coils. 
In the case of the present tests, gap flow velocity trough the coils is essentially the 
same as the upstream velocity, because the area offered to the flow is not significantly 
changed by the presence of the spring in the test section . 

5.2. A tentative modal for lock-in on helical springs 
As a first attempt for interpretating the present observations it was tempting to 

consider the coils as a regular row of obstacles to the cross-flow, and to postulate that 
local fluidelastic forces acting on the spring wire remain essentially of the same nature 
as those acting on a straight tube row. 
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In most of the spring configurations tested in this work, the equivalent reduced pitch 

related to adjacent coils was greater than 1.5. Therefore available data (10,11 ) 

concerning straight tube rows with p greater than 1.3, can be taken as reasonable orders of 

magnitude. 

At this step of reasoning one has to recognize that in the case of the springs the relevant 

component of the cross-flow velocity is restricted to the radial component, which is nor

mal to the spring wire, 

( 9 ) V N = V | cos( 0)\ 

where 6 is the polar angle of the helix. 

Taking into account only the imaginary part of the fluidelastic force this quantity 

is written as, 

( 10 ) F( 0 ) = -ifpd VN.*( fd/VN)z(0) 

where Z(0) is the axial displacement of the spring, f the frequency. 

In a crudely simplified model the shape function V for the destabilizing force is simply 

taken as, 

I * . i f S-AS < fû/V < S+ÙS 
0 N 

( i i ) * = | 
| zero otherwise 

The osci l lator equation at mode n i s then written as, 

(12) fjj-f 2 + i f ( 2 n f J - F n ) = C n n n 

In this equation the generalized f luidelast ic force i s given by, 

(14) F = pdVM*1 I 
n n n 

where, 

f2N« 

(15) I - | | cos(0)*<p(0)2Rd0| 

Jo 

where M is the generalized mass and R the radius of the c o i l s . 
n 

For a uniform spring M i s given by the following integral, 

f2N* 

H ~ m | «U)2Rd(tf) 

Jo 
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Consequently the destabilizing term appears as a «heightening integral depending on the 
cross-flow velocity profile and on the modal shape. 
It is also implicitly assumed that local forces are fully correlated over the wire length 
of the spring and that they are in phase with the local axial vibration velocity. 
lock-in is initiated provided the following inequality is verified, 

( 1 6 ) S < V H Cn ' 
where the weightening factor is given by, 

(17) Q = mM _ 1I n n n 
The modal shapes of axial displacement modes are simply, 

(18) • = sin (ns/ND ) n 
where s is the curvilinear abscissa along the helix and D the coil diameter. 

On figure 7 the wheighting factor Pi, 
(19) P -o /* , l 1 m 

is plotted versus the reduced Strouhal number, 
(20) S R i^/S 
where S is the reduced frequency corresponding to the first axial mode. 
Distinct plots are presented where the bandwith B of fluidelastic forces are varied; B is 
defined as, 

(21) B = AS / S 
Such plots are presenting a well marked maximum at the lowest Strouhal number value at 
which fluidelastic forces are not zero.Furthermore the peak value of P and the Strouhal 
range of non vanishing P values is an increasing function of B . Such features are easily 
explained by simple geometrical considerations on the portions of the coils which are 
effectively submitted to fluidelastic forces . It was also verified that the wheightening 
factor is not strongly dependent upon the axial mode index n, provided the modal 
wave-length is sufficiently large in respect with the coil diameter. 
On the other side, it becomes smaller in the case of serpentine modes, roughly by a factor 
50 .This is simply a consequence of the differences in the modal shapes (see Figure 4 ). 

Refering now to typical values which can be reasonably assumed for non too closely packed 
tube rows, we obtain the following predictions : 
Assuming a critical A_ of about 3 in a tube row, lock-in is likely to occur on the springs 
for the axial modes, provided A_ is less than about 1.4 . This condition is easily 
funfilled as the reduced mass-damping values of the springs are of the order of 0.15. 
As serpentine modes are concerned, lock-in is not predicted because according to eq (14) 
critical value of A_ is about 0.03 . 
Assuming a Strouhal number of about 0.17 in a tube row and a typical bandwidth of about 
0.2, lock-in can be expected to occur on axial modes in a fairly large range of reduced 
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frequencies from about 0.4 to about 1.2,this range being crudely centered at S = 0.15 . On 
Figure 8 the vibration amplitude at the first axial modes, normalized to the maximum 
amplitude was plotted, versus the reduced cross-flow velocity, for all the spring configu
rations which were tested . It was verified that all the individual plots are reasonably 
well fitting a unique curve, peaked at about S =0.14 . Expected limits for lock-in cannot 
be confidently checked from the present data.However, according to the slopes of the 
normalized response curve one can expect a fairly broad range of reduced velocities 
leading to lock-in vibration . Predicted values from the crude model used here lead 
roughly to a relative variation of about two decades in the spring response amplitude from 
the central S value to the limit values 0.4 and 1.2 
Figure 9 is a similar plot corresponding to the second axial modes . It displays 
essentially the same features as Figure 8, spring response being peaked at a Strouhal 
number of about 0.16 . 
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6 CONCLUSION 
The present study evidenced the existence of strong locked-in vibration for helical 

springs subjected to cross-flows, which are occuring in a fairly large reduced frequency 
domain, centered at a Strouhal number of about 0.15 . Maximum amplitude of the springs 
depended on the configuration which was tested and on the locked mode which was 
considered. 
A typical value higher or equal to a few tens of the wire diameter was reached in any confi
guration . Such amplitudes can easily result in spring failure due to fatigue . Actually 
spring No. l was ruptured after a few 10 cycles of locked-in vibration at the second axial 
mode . Lock-in mechanism was observed only at the axial displacement modes . 

General features of the present observations can be tentatively explained using a simple 
linear model based on available data concerning not too closely packed straight tube rows. 
Such a simplified model is rather satisfactory in explaining the occurence of lock-in an 
axial modes and the absence of it on serpentine modes for a cross-flow configuration . 
Such a model would also conveniently explain the opposite results as obtained in axial 
flow by Stokes et al. (1) who observed lock-in on serpentine (lateral) modes and not cc 
axial modes . 

Clearly such a model would have to be considerably refined, as fluidelastic forces 
associated with the helical geometry have a priori no reason to be the same as in straigtr 
tube rows . Clearly direct measurements of such forces on helical springs are not easy re 
perform . On a more practical basis interesting information could be gained by testing 
springs with large variation in the reduced mass-damping parameter.This would allows is. 

particular for determining the critical A_ value above which lock-in is not to be feared . 

This work was performed as a joint R.D. program between C.E.A. and FRAGEMA. 
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TABLE 1 

CHARACTERISTICS OP TESTED HELICAL SPRINGS 

SPRING 1 2 3 4 5 

COIL DIAMETER 41.6 29.2 58.5 46.1 47.7 
nun 

WIRE DIAMETER 6.4 4.5 6.2 4.9 4.32 
mm 

HELIX HEIGHT 140 143 190 181 130 
without preloaa(mm) 

WIRE MASS 0.25 0.125 0.236 0.148 0.114 
percent length 

WIRE LENGTH 1114 1193 1424 1376 1049 
mm 

ACTIVE COIL NUMBER 8.75 13 7.75 9.5 7 

DEAD COIL NUMBER 2 2 2 2 1.6 

AXIAL STIFFNESS 2.58 1.23 0.87 0.59 0.46 
10 4 N/m 



TABLE 2 

BBIGBT OP SPRIMG SET DP II THE TEST SBCTIOI 

SPRING 1 2 3 4 5 

HEIGHT mm 
without preload 

140 143 190 181 130 

HEIGHT mm 

PRELOAD 

REDUCED PITCH 

109 

800 

1.95 

122 

258 

2.1 

112 

679 

2.33 

114 

395 

2.45 

73 

262 

2.41 

HEIGHT mm 

PRELOAD 

REDUCED PITCH 

90 

1290 

1.6 

101 

516 

1.70 

92 

853 

1.91 

93 

519 

2. 

60 

322 

2. 

HEIGHT nun 

PRELOAD 

REDUCED PITCH 

71 

1780 

1.27 

80 

775 

1.37 

76 

992 

1.58 

76.6 

616 

1.64 

51 

363 

1.69 



TABLE 3 

«MURAL FREQUENCIES OF AXIAL MODES PROU FLOU TESTS 

SPRING HEIGHT 

nan 

1 

f l (Hz) 

2 

f2(Hz) 

3 

f3(Hz) 

1 

109 

90 
71 

141.1 

148.2 

161. Un 

267.1 

288 

428 

436 

2 

122 

101 

80 

133.9 

136.7 

140.1 

266.5 

258.7 

276 

404 

404 

416 

3 

112 

92 

76 .0 

76 .8 

78 .4 

84.6 

154 

154.4 

160.4 

217 

226 

228 

4 

114 

93 

76 .6 

C2.2 

86 

86.4 

153 

168 

173.5 

22e 

236 

248 

5 

73 

60 

51 

91 

96.6 

107.5 

178.4 

188 

211.5 

254 
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